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NUUT 2015
The new technology allows you to NO LONGER use massive bulky 12v
lights, no more massive car batteries under your chair etc; the new
technology helps us get past this huge unbalanced, heavy obstacle.
The big plus is the light is an LED, it draws very little battery power at night
and by using two lights works well, one as a hand scanner and one on your
scope, together with a nice pressure switch for easy on and off makes life
very easy, and you no longer have long wires to an old 12V battery.

www.africanpredator.com

The light throws a mean beam of light, don’t let the lights size fool you, it is
mind blowing as to the range you will see, and to pick up eyes you will pick up
reflection very far away, and the light comes with many extras also, all in all
the package is a jakkals jagters se droom, it will give you hours of pleasure.

Deep reflector lenses allow for a much longer range throw of light typically
found on other general flashlights. The LED built in is a RED LED and RUBY RED;
it is all set in a rock solid light of high quality, when you feel the flashlight you
will immediately be struck by the high quality of the body.

The light comes with the following;
The items can be removed from the light sale or purchased together.
Pressure switch for easy on and off
R350-00
African Predator RED LED LIGHT
R1,400-00
Set of chargers, USB connector, battery holder
R350-00
RIFLE Scope mount
R80-00
-------------------------------------------------If you wish to buy two lights, one for the rifle and one to scan by hand, if
they are purchased together on the same invoice number we will
discount the second light to R1300-00 and the pressure switch to R30000. You don’t need another set of chargers. Batteries if out of stock are
easily purchased at outdoor shops, CR123A battery x 2. Get
Rechargeable’s and you will be waxed for a long time. I have two sets and
keep one on stand by in my bakkie. Or net search rechargeable 18650
batteries, Samsung brand are the very best.
If you GOOGLE 18650 battery a lot will show, here are units for R40-00.
http://www.pricecheck.co.za/offers/63151498/18650+3000mah+3.7v+
Li-ion+Rechargeable+Battery+Red/
Purchase a battery with the BUTTON EXPOSED.
We carry batteries but sometimes are out of stock.

These hunting lights are the ultimate in RED light range, I have marketed
these since 2009 and to date you won’t see anybody complaining on the
internet about them at all, they are top class sellers in South Africa. I could
provide references here but that don’t prove anything.

Standard packaging of the items, each part is checked prior to postage.

For more on these lights contact me directly, we carry a full line up that
match these flashlights and unless the model you buy is laser engraved
with our logo it is a fake.
------------------------------------------------------Here below is a real attractive feature, this save s a lot of problems, not
having to remove the battery to charge the flashlight!

As depicted above, the flashlight has a concealed built in charging point,
so you can charge it at home or in the car. The chargers are USB
adaptable for charging from the computer, to your electricity at home,
to a car charger, the variations are endless. As seen in the first photo,
you can charge the flashlight just about no matter your location!

For this photo the pressure switch is on the wrong side. Picture is just for
an idea of how the light looks with a remote switch.

CONTACT GARY @ 0824853885
www.africanpredator.com
Very good lighting for
night hunting in South
Africa at this time.
---------------0824853885

